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The Synthesized Test Oscillator
A New Signal Source
for the 0.1 Hz-13 MHz Range
Programmability, high accuracy in frequency and
level setting, waveform purityâ€” these are some
of the capabilities now being asked of wide-range
signal sources. Meeting these needs requires some
thing other than a traditional RC oscillator.
By Ronald K. Tuttle

WIDE-RANGE TEST OSCILLATORSâ€” those
that commonly work in a 10-Hz to 10-MHz
range â€” are among the basic test instruments that
electronic engineers rely on. These oscillators find
widespread use as a source of test signals for deter
mining the characteristics of amplifiers, filters, IF
strips, networks, mixers, and components, â€” as a
source of test signals for whole systems, â€” as a driv
er for ac bridges, vector voltmeters, and network
analyzers, â€” as a calibrator for voltmeters, oscillo
scopes, and receiver dials, â€” and as a source of sig
nals in the audio, ultrasonic, video, and lower radiofrequency ranges, wherever they may be needed.
But times are changing, and with the times new
measurement situations are arising, creating a de
mand for signal sources with more sophisticated
capabilities. Mostly the need is for sources with
greater stability and resolution, both in frequency
and amplitude, as crowding of communications
channels demands better control over frequencysensitive devices. Concurrently there is a growing
demand for programmability as more and more
testing is turned over to automatic systems.
At the same time, to fulfill traditional laboratory
uses for wide-range test oscillators, there can be no
compromise with waveform purity. And, as always,
cost is important.
Answering the Call

To meet these needs, two new test oscillators
have been developed. Each has a frequency range
extending from well below 1 Hz up to and beyond
10 MHz, 30% overranging extending the maximum
frequency to 13 MHz.
Both of these instruments use frequency syn
thesis to gain the sought-for frequency stability and
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settability. To keep costs down, 'indirect' synthesis
is used but at the same time a purity of waveform
some 20 dB better than that usually associated with
indirect frequency synthesis is achieved.
One of the instruments has a new leveling circuit
that realizes an accuracy of Â±0.05 dB in level set
ting. This instrument combines the accuracy of a
calibrator with the flexibility of a test oscillator.
Cover: This photo implies
that combining the pieces of
mirror would synthesize the
image of HP's new Auto
matic Synthesizer. How HP's
new 0.1 Hz- to -13 MHz sig
nal sources synthesize fre
quencies by combining frac
tions and multiples ot a
quartz crystal frequency is
described in two of the ar
ticles in this issue. The third article describes
how new instructions for the HP 2100A Com
puters can be 'synthesized' using micropro
gramming.
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Fig. 1. Mode/ 3320/4 Frequency
Synthesizer has 3-digit resolu
tion on each of live decade
ranges but it has 5-digit accu
racy. Vernier control, when
switched in, gives 5-digit resolu
tion on each range in trade-ott
with accuracy.
Fig. 2. Model 3320B Frequency
Synthesizer gives high-resolu
tion control ot output level as
well as synthesizer accuracy and
frequency stability. Frequency
range is 0.01 Hz to 13 MHz.

MHz full scale in decade steps or, with options,
from 10 Hz full scale to 10 MHz in seven ranges.
An output frequency of 500 Hz, for example, will
have the same percentage accuracy as an output of
5.00 MHz.
Greater frequency resolution can be obtained in
a trade-off with accuracy. A 10-turn VERNIER con
trol, when switched in, adds two digits to give a
total of 5-digit resolution. Accuracy is then 0.01%
of range.
The new Synthesizer generates sine waves with
even higher purity than that usually obtained from
RC oscillators. Harmonic distortion in the output
waveform is below â€”60 dB (0.1%) from 5 Hz to
100 kHz at maximum output. Up to 1 MHz, distor
tion is less than â€”50 dB and at 13 MHz, it is still
less than â€”40 dB (1%). Any non-harmonically re
lated components in the output signal are each less
than 0.1% of the output.
Maximum output of the 3320A is 13 dBm (1 volt
into a 50-ohm load) and the output level stays with
in Â±2 dB across the entire frequency range. The out
put is reducible to 0 dBm (0.225V/50n) with a
3/4-turn front-panel potentiometer.

When provided with appropriate options, both
instruments can be programmed through BCD in
puts and one can also be programmed through a
'party-line' bus, an arrangement that greatly simpli
fies use of the instrument in automatic systems. The
programming options are field-installable so programmability can be added any time it is desired to
automate a measurement set-up.
The Synthesized Sine-wave Oscillator

The lower-priced instrument of this pair is the
Model 3320A Frequency Synthesizer (Fig. 1). It
performs the functions of the familiar wideband
test oscillator where amplitude control is not criti
cal, but it performs these functions with significant
ly greater precision in frequency.
Basically, this instrument has 3-digit resolution
(0.1% of range) in frequency settability. However
frequency accuracy, which is 0.001% of setting, is
equivalent to 5 digits. For example, the user can
select an output frequency of 986 Hz with assurance
that the instrument really produces 986.00 Hz with
in Â±0.01 Hz.
This accuracy is maintained throughout an am
bient temperature range of 0Â°C to 55Â°C. The basic
frequency reference is an ambient-temperature
quartz crystal that remains within Â±10 ppm of its
original setting per year. An optional crystal oven
gives an aging rate of Â±1 part in 107 per month. The
instrument can also be slaved to an external fre
quency standard.
A new combination of synthesis techniques
makes it possible to obtain the 3-digit resolution
and 0.001% accuracy on each of five frequency
ranges, which extend from 1 kHz full scale to 10

Synthesized Test Oscillator

For high precision in output level setting as well
as in frequency setting, the Model 3320B Frequency
Synthesizer (Fig. 2) uses a precision leveling circuit
for its output. The instrument has a direct-reading,
four-digit amplitude control that enables selection
of the output level with 0.01-dB resolution. It also
has a much wider range of control than the 3320A,
from -69.99 dBm (80,Â«V) to +26.99 dBm (5V/50n,
or a full J/2 watt).
3
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The output level of the Model 3320B is established
with much more accuracy, as well as much higher
resolution, than that obtained with the usual meterplus-attenuator arrangement. Accuracy of level set
ting is within Â±0.05 dB absolute (at 10 kHz), an
accuracy comparable to that of ac calibrators. The
instrument's frequency response is comparable:
Â±0.05 dB all the way from 10 Hz to 13 MHz (Fig. 3).
As for frequency characteristics, the 3320B is
identical to the 3320A. The two differ only in the
way the output amplitude is controlled.
Party-line Programming

Of special importance to those concerned with
repetitive or automatic tests, the Model 3320B Fre
quency Synthesizer (with options) can be pro
grammed through a party-line bus. Programming is
accomplished by sending 7-bit instructions sequen
tially to the instrument. Thus, only ten input lines
(seven data lines plus 'remote enable,' 'response
enable,' and 'data valid') are needed to control the
instrument. Furthermore, it responds only to com
mands that directly follow an address that has been
assigned to it so several instruments may be con
nected in parallel to the same programming lines.
This arrangement greatly simplifies the hardware
and software needed for automatic control.
Inside the 3320A/B Frequency Synthesizers

Now for a look behind the front panels. Unlike
conventional indirect synthesizers that derive an
output from the sum and difference frequencies of
several phase-locked oscillators, the Models 3320A
and 3320B Frequency Synthesizers have only one
phase-locked oscillator. A divide-and-mix tech
nique, similar to that used in the HP Model 203A
Variable-Phase Function Generator1, gives the in
struments seven frequency ranges to maintain the
same percentage frequency resolution over a wide
range of frequencies.
The output signal originates in a voltage-tuned
oscillator (VTO) slaved to a fixed, reference oscil
lator by way of divider circuits in a phase-lock loop
(Fig. 4). The VTO operates at a frequency between
20.00 and 32.99 MHz which, when divided by a
factor N, results in 10 kHz. This signal is compared
in phase to a 10-kHz reference, divided down from
a 20-MHz primary reference crystal oscillator, to
derive a control signal for locking the VTO to the
primary reference.
On the highest frequency range, the output fre
quency is derived by subtracting the 20-MHz refer
ence from the VTO output. This gives outputs over
a range of 0.00 to 12.99 MHz.

Fig. 3. Unusually flat frequency response of Model 3320B
Frequency Synthesizer is made possible by new com
ponent and circuit developments.

On the next lower range, the VTO output fre
quency (ft) is divided by 10 and then added to an
18-MHz constant, as shown in Fig. 5.
Algebraically, this is what happens. The phase
locked VTO output (ft) equals the crystal reference
(f,-) plus an increment (Af) that ultimately becomes
the output frequency.
On division by 10 and addition to 18 MHz (0.9fr):
0.1/< + 0.9f = 0.1/' + 0.1A/
= 1.0f + 0.1A/

10kHz
Reference

r
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Fig. 4. Phase detector output adjusts voltage-tuned oscil
lator (VTO) to frequency that is N times 10-kHz reference
frequency f-,*. In response to front-panel frequency con
trols, controller sets + N block, a preset digital counter,
to count down VTO output cycles by factor of N. Controller
also sets pre-tune digital-to-analog converter to produce
dc that tunes VTO close to desired frequency, speeding up
restabilization of phase-lock loop when large changes in
frequency are made.
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Fig. 5. Simplified block diagram
of Models 3320A and 3320B fre
quency generating circuits shows
tirst two ol live divider circuits
(seven optional) that reduce span
of 'local-oscillator' frequency ft,
in decade steps. Switches S2
and S3 are set here to give out
put range of 0.000-1.299 MHz.
Jo give finer resolution in fre
quency selection, switch S1 sub
stitutes vernier signal /, tor 10kHz reference I,.,.

Amplitude Control

In other words, the range divider restores the refer
ence frequency portion to full value while dividing
Af by a factor of 10.
This process is repeated on the lower ranges,
each range divider output serving as the input to the
next. Each divides the output frequency by a factor
of 10 and maintains three-digit resolution and full
frequency stability in so doing.
An important by-product of this technique is that
phase instability (phase noise) is also reduced by
a factor of 10 each time the instrument is downranged (to a minimum of â€” 75 dB, integrated, im
posed by the 18-MHz 'constant'). Typical phase
noise performance is shown in Fig. 6.

Electronic control of the Synthesizers' output
level can be readily effected by using a de-controlled
modulator to control the level of the 20-MHz ref
erence signal (minor amplitude variations in the
'local oscillator' signal have no effect because this
signal is large enough to saturate the output mixer).
Since the reference is a fixed, high-frequency sig
nal, harmonics that may be introduced by the modu
lator are easily removed before they reach the
output. In the Model 3320A, front-panel control of
the dc current into a modulator in the 20-MHz ref
erence line controls the output over a 0 to +13 dBm
range.
Precise control of the output level is achieved
in the Model 3320B by use of a servo loop. High ac
curacy was made possible by a thin-film thermo
pile, developed for the HP Model 3480A Digital
Voltmeter, which serves as the output level de
tector for the servo loop.
Over an amplitude range of 10 dB, the thermopile
has a nearly ideal square-law response, and is thus
an accurate indicator of the rms level of the signal
in this amplitude range. To take advantage of this
fact, the Model 3320B's attenuator is partitioned
into a relay-controlled step attenuator, that has
10-dB steps, and an electronic attenuator that works
over a continuous 10-dB range. This gives a 100-dB
range of control in steps as small as 0.01 dB.
In the electronic attenuator, the 1, 0.1, and 0.01
dB digits selected by the front-panel controls are
converted to a highly accurate dc reference voltage
which is compared to the thermopile output (Fig. 8).

Vernier Frequency Control

To get fine-resolution adjustment of the output
frequency, the VERNIER switch (Si in Fig. 5) sub
stitutes a frequency that is variable about 10 kHz
for the fixed 10 kHz used as the reference in the
phase-lock loop. The variable frequency is derived
from a 10-MHz crystal oscillator that can be varactor-tuned over a narrow range of 0.05%, equivalent
to one unit in the third frequency digit. This effec
tively gives two more digits of resolution in control
of the Synthesizer's output frequency, or a resolu
tion of 1 part in 10Â° when using the interpolating
scale on the 5th digit indicator.
The 'vernier out' mode yields the better accuracy
and stability since both inputs to the output mixer
are then derived from a common source but sta
bility of the 'vernier in' mode is also very good, as
shown by the recording of Fig. 7.
5
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Fig. 7. Frequency stability typical of Models 3320A/B
operating in 'vernier in' mode.

Fig. 6. Phase noise of Models 3320A/B Frequency Synthe
sizers in T -Hz band referenced to output frequency. Phase
noise reduces 20 dB each time instrument is down-ranged
until limited by phase noise of 18-MHz 'constant' fre
quency.

The difference between the two is used as a correc
tion voltage applied to the modulator to bring the
Synthesizer output to the desired level.
Exponential Reference

Since the attenuator controls read in dB, the
amplitude reference has to have the appropriate
non-linear transfer function, which would be ex
ponential in this case. To attain an exponential
response, the converter uses the discharge charac
teristics of an RC circuit, timed by clock pulses ac
cording to the attenuation selected. Each clock pulse
represents a 0.01-dB increment.

Circuit operation is as follows:
1. Initially, reference capacitor Cr charges to 10
volts.
2. Switch SlO opens and Sll closes, starting Cr
discharge. The digital controller starts counting
clock pulses.
3. When the count reaches the number equivalent
to the desired attenuation, Sll opens and S12 closes,
transferring the voltage on Cr to holding capacitor
4. S12 opens, SlO closes and the cycle repeats.
As a result, capacitor G, holds a voltage that is
exponentially related to the attenuation wanted.
Since this is used in the feedback leg of the leveling
loop, the leveling loop has an inverse, i.e. logarith
mic, response.
The major source of error in this system is the
stability of the RC time constant, and this was de
signed to provide excellent performance.
At output frequencies much below 10 Hz, the
thermopile output would follow the waveform and

Amplitude Control

Output Mixer,
Filter, and Amplifier
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Fig. 8. Elements of Model 3320B
amplitude control circuit. RMS
delector (thermopile) senses out
put signal level ahead of step at
tenuator and produces propor
tional dc that is compared to
reference dc. Any difference (er
ror) modulates level of 20-MHz
reference frequency f, to bring
mixer output to desired level.
Reference dc establishes 1, 0.1,
and 0.01 dB digits in output am
plitude level. Step attenuator se
lects 10-dB digits.

the control system would then distort the wave
form. For this reason, a front-panel leveling switch
is provided for use at frequencies below 10 Hz. This
switches the thermopile input from the output line

to the 20-MHz reference line. The amplitude con
trol circuit then operates to maintain the 20-MHz
signal at a constant level, giving a frequency re
sponse Of ~Q.5 dB. (Text continued on next page.)

SPECIFICATIONS

HP Model 3320A/B
Frequency Synthesizer
FREQUENCY RANGE: 0.01 Hz to 13 MHz in 5 standard and 2 optional
ranges. 30% overrange on all ranges.
FREQUENCY RESOLUTION:

'Only first digit of vernier is programmable.
FREQUENCY ACCURACY:
Vernier Out: Â±0.001 % of setting for 6 mo, 0Â°C to 55Â°C.
Vernier In: Â±0.01% of range for 6 mo, 0Â°C to 55Â°C.
FREQUENCY STABILITY:
Long Term (Vernier Out): Â±10 parts in 10' of setting per year.
Signal-to-phase Noise (integrated): >40 dB down in 30 kHz band,
excluding Â±1 Hz, centered on carrier (10 MHz range, Vernier
Out). >60 dB down on 1 MHz range.
Phase Locking: May be phase locked to external frequency of 1,
2, 2.5, 5, or 10 MHz.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: With output frequencies >0.1% of range
at full amplitude, any harmonically related signal will be less than
the following:
-60 dB with output from 5 Hz to 100 kHz;
-50 dB with output from 100 kHz to 1 MHz;
-40 dB with output from 1 MHz to 13 MHz.
SPURIOUS: >60 dB down, below selected output level or less than
â€” 110 dBm, whichever is greater.
REAR-PANEL OUTPUT: Either front or rear panel output, easily
changed by routing Internal cable.
AUXILIARY OUTPUTS:
Tracking Output: 20-to-33 MHz signal tracks main output with
20-MHz offset. >100 mV rms/50 Ã1.
1-MHz Reference Output: Sine wave, >220 mV rms/50 8.
Low-level Output: Same frequency as main output but remains be
tween 50 and 158 mV rms (into 50 Si).

3320A Amplitude Section
AMPLITUDE: Maximum 2 V rms Â±10% open circuit
Maximum 1 V rms =Â±10% into 50 12.
turn
AMPLITUDE RANGE: 0 dBm to +13 dBm range through
front-panel control (not programmable).
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Â±2 dB over total range.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 '.! (75 0 available).
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 115 V or 230 V Â±10%, 48 Hz to 63 Hz,
<110 W, (400-Hz operation available).
WEIGHT:
3320A: 32 Ib (14,4 kg).
3320B: 34 Ib (15,4 kg).
DIMENSIONS: 16% In wide x 5'A in high x 19% in deep (behind
front panel) 426 x 133 x 492 cm.
OPTIONS:
Option 001 : 75 '.2 Output Impedance.
Option 002: Reference Crystal Oven*.
Long term stability: Â±1 part in 10a/day.
Â±1 part in 10'/mo.
Option 003: Parallel BCD remote control (3320A only). Digital
remote control of frequency only. Most significant digit of Vernier
may also be programmed.
Control lines required: 24 plus remote line.
Frequency switching and settling time: for frequencies Â±0.01%
of range, 15 ms.
Option 004: Parallel BCD Remote Control (3320B only). Four
digits of frequency, frequency range, overrange, Vernier In/Out
four digits of amplitude, leveling-loop response times, controlled
digitally.
Control lines required: 40 plus remote line.
Frequency switching and settling time: Same as 003.
Amplitude switching and settling time: to within Â±1 dB, 60 ms;
to within Â±0.1 dB, 300 ms; to within Â±0.01 dB, 1.5 s.
Option 006: 100-Hz and 10-Hz Ranges*. Programmable If digital
remote options are installed.
Option 007: ASCII Remote Control (3320B only).
Allows bit-parallel, word-serial digital remote control of all
functions except last vernier digit and line switch. Requires
10 input lines. Full digital isolation Â¡s standard.
Timing: Max of 8 MS per word required.
Switching and settling times: same as Opt 004.
LOGIC LEVEL REQUIREMENTS (for all digital remote control op
tions):

3320B Amplitude Section
AMPLITUDE RANGE: +26.99 dBm (5 V rms or Vi watt) to -69.99
dBm (-73.00 dBm under remote control) into 50 ÃÃ.
AMPLITUDE RESOLUTION: 0.01 dB.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (10 kHz reference):
Leveling
Off
dc

Leveling
On
10 Hz

13 MHz
+ 26.99 dBm
-3.00 dBm
-23.00 dBm
-53.00 dBm
-73.00 dBm

AMPLITUDE ACCURACY (absolute): Â±0.05 dB at 10 kHz and +26.99
dBm (20Â°C to 30Â°C).
ATTENUATOR ACCURACY (at 10 kHz): Â±0.02 dB for each 10-dB step
down from +26.99 dBm.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 9. (75 Q available).

PRICES IN THE USA
3320A, $1900. 3320B, $2550.
Option 001, 75 Q output, no charge.
Option 002, crystal oven, $290.
Option 003 (3320A), BCD remote control, $300.
Option 004 (3320B), BCD remote control, $400.
Option 006, 100 Hz/10 Hz ranges, $200.
Option 007 (3320B), ASCII remote control, $595.

* Field installable.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: LOVELAND DIVISION
815 Fourteenth Street S.W.
Loveland, Colorado 80537
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Conclusion

The Models 3320A and 3320B Frequency Synthe
sizers fulfill the need for low-cost programmable
signal sources as well as having all the attributes of
high-quality signal sources for the lab bench.
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Party-line Programming
Making it much easier to incorporate these instruments into
automatic test systems, three of the four Synthesizers de
scribed in this issue can be controlled externally through a
'party-line' bus.
Each control (except the power switch on all models, and
the last digit of the Model 3320B's VERNIER) has a 7-bit
ASCII code assigned to it. Instructions for each control are
transmitted one at a time on 7 parallel lines. Each instru
ment, however, responds only to instructions that directly
follow an address assigned to it. Thus several instruments â€”
up to fifteen as a matter of fact â€” may be connected in paral
lel to the programming lines and each controlled individually
by prefacing instructions with the instrument's individual ad
dress code. Only seven data lines plus three operation lines
are needed to control a whole group of instruments.
This arrangement greatly simplifies the hardware and soft
ware needed for automatic control. Only one computer I/O
card or one programming device is needed to control sev
eral units.
An accessory Marked Card Programmer (Model 3260A)
has been designed for easy control of party-line-program
mable instruments where full-scale computer control may
not be warranted. When used with a Synthesizer, instruc
tions for frequency and amplitude are marked on the cards.
The Card Programmer then generates digital outputs corre
sponding to the marks on the card and transmits them to the
Synthesizer for execution, reading a 32-word card in 1.5
seconds. Production personnel, for example, can operate a
measurement setup without extensive training simply by
feeding cards to the Programmer for each test.
Since party-line programming requires so few lines (up
to 15 vs the 40 or so needed for BCD), it becomes eco
nomically feasible to isolate the data lines from internal
circuits where it may be necessary to break up low-fre
quency ground loops or where there is a problem with in
jection of high-frequency spurious signals from a computer.
Electrical isolation is standard with the option that equips
the Model 3320B for party-line programming and it is availa
ble as an option for the Models 3330A/B.
'The Models 3330A and 3330B Automatic Synthesizers and,
with the appropriate option, the Model 3320B Frequency
Synthesizer.
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The Incremental Sweep Generator
Point-by-Point Accuracy with
Swept-Frequency Convenience
Putting a calculator in a 0. 1 Hz-to-13 MHz Frequency
Synthesizer gives the lab bench the speed and con
venience of automatic testing. Amplitude sweeping
adds a new dimension.
by Charles A. Kingsford-Smith

TECHNICAL PEOPLE well appreciate the time
that swept-frequency techniques can save when
characterizing the behavior of networks, compo
nents and systems in the frequency domain.
Nevertheless, when high precision is needed, as
in testing narrowband devices, conventional sweep
generators are inappropriate because of their resid
ual FM, which usually amounts to 100 Hz or so. The
result of deriving the frequency sweep by analog
voltage control of a free-running oscillator, resid
ual FM tends to smear over fine detail in the re
sponse curves. To discern this fine detail, the user
is forced to fall back on point-by-point measure
ments at discrete frequencies, using a signal genera
tor to avoid residual FM, and an electronic counter
for accuracy.
When the need was critical â€” and the budget tol
erant â€” there have been occasions when a user
would assemble a computer and a frequency syn
thesizer with the necessary interface hardware, and
then write programs that would direct the computer
to sweep the synthesizer incrementally. The result
was automated point-by-point measurements and
though expensive to implement, the time saved
very often justified the effort and expense involved.
This situation provided incentive for develop
ment of a new instrument: a frequency synthesizer
with a built-in digital controller â€” an 'intelligent'
instrument, so to speak. Because of its built-in
'thinking' capability, the controller could accept
commands in a form natural to the human user and
convert them to the form needed to control synthe
sizer operation. This would give in one box the ac
curacy of point-by-point measurements with the
speed and convenience of frequency sweeping.

An Automatic Synthesizer

The result of this effort is shown in Fig. 1. This
instrument is an Automatic Frequency Synthesizer
with a frequency range of dc to 13 MHz.
This new Synthesizer can sweep incrementally â€”
that is to say, it can automatically step point-bypoint through a range of frequencies, giving it capa
bilities unlike any other signal source in its fre
quency range. One is the capability to preserve fine
detail in response curves.
Another characteristic of incremental sweeping
is sweep linearity, highly important for many ap
plications like testing the linearity of FM discrimi
nators. What's more, the frequency at each step,
following a brief settling period, has the same ac
curacy as the instrument's crystal reference. Sweep
parameters can be set up so frequency is read di
rectly from scale markings on the recorder paper or
oscilloscope graticule, with accuracy limited not by
the Synthesizer, but by the recording or display
device. Residual FM is less thanl Hz rms (in a 2-kHz
bandwidth centered on the carrier).
The incremental frequency step can be as small
as 0.1 Hz, or as large as 9.999 999 9 MHz. The time
per step ranges from 1 ms to 3 s.
Keyboard tuning

Instrument control from the front panel is best
understood by considering the four basic operations:
1. Enter, display, and output a fixed frequency.
Pressing the FREQ button alerts the internal con
troller that the numerical entry to follow will be a
new output frequency. As the numbers and decimal
point are entered, they appear at the right of the
numeric display and shift left as entry proceeds.
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Fig. 1. Model 3330B Automatic
Synthesizer is a sweeping fre
quency standard that allows se
lection of output frequency with
0.1 -Hz resolution in a range of
0.1 Hz to 13 000 999.9 Hz. It a/so
has ac calibrator amplitude ac
curacy. Built-in digital processor
simplifies instrument operation,
both by front-panel control or by
external programmer.

Entry is complete when one of the frequency unit
buttons (MHz, kHz, or Hz) is pressed. The control
ler then commands the Synthesizer to output the
new frequency, and it simultaneously aligns the
display to read in Hz, filling in zeros if necessary.
2. Increment or decrement frequency. This opera
tion is set up by pressing FREQ STEP, followed by
the numerical entry and frequency unit, both of
which appear on the display. This information is
stored in the instrument's memory but the output
frequency does not change when the frequency unit
is pressed â€” it waits until either the FREQt or
FREQj, button is pressed. Each time either of these
buttons is pressed, the output frequency changes by
the amount stored and the display changes to show
the new output frequency.
If the FREQf or FREQ j button is held down, the
output frequency and display are repetitively in
cremented or decremented at a rate determined by
the TIME PER STEP switch. In this way, the Auto
matic Synthesizer simulates the manual tuning of a
signal generator.
3. Automatic Sweep. This is an extension of fre
quency increment or decrement. When the START
CONT button is pressed, instead of FREQj or
FREQ j , the output frequency is swept (i.e., stepped)
symmetrically about the current value of FREQ,
which now becomes the center frequency and which
remains on the display. Simultaneously, a stepped
dc voltage, proportional at any instant to the sweep
position, appears at a front-panel output for driving
the X-axis of an oscilloscope or X-Y plotter. Slide
switches determine the number of steps in the
sweep, the time per step, and the sweep direction
(up, down, or alternating).
Pressing the START SINGLE button generates a
single sweep. In this case, the display follows the
output to show the instantaneous frequencies, use

ful when making X-Y plots as it lets the user observe
the frequencies where significant events occur.
Additional pushbuttons increase the flexibility of
sweep generation. Pressing the FIRST POINT but
ton commands the instrument to calculate and dis
play the lowest frequency of the sweep if the sweep
slide switch is in the SWEEP UP position, or the
highest frequency if in the DOWN position. Corre
sponding voltages appear at the SWEEP OUTPUT
connector. This is convenient for aligning the start
and stop positions of an X-Y plotter.
4. Parameter modification during sweep. Pressing
one of the X or -r- keys during a sweep alters the
stored increment at the end of the current sweep.
The new value is displayed and subsequent sweep
cycles are modified accordingly (the center fre
quency can be recalled to the display by pressing
one of the FREQ buttons).
Pressing the FREQj or FREQJ, during a sweep
causes the center frequency to be incremented one
step at the end of the current sweep. Holding this
key down then causes the sweep 'window' to step
along the frequency scale, one step per sweep.
Remote Programming

The operations just described can also be initi
ated by any external device capable of generating
TTL logic levels in a sequence of 7-bit words.
Each of the Synthesizer's pushbuttons and switch
positions has a 7-bit digital word assigned to it.
When any of these words are entered through the
rear-panel connector, the Synthesizer responds as it
would to the front-panel pushbuttons or switches.
External programming is then simply a matter of
entering the words in the same sequence as would
be done from the front panel.
Programming is greatly simplified by the Synthe
sizer's built-in 'think' capability. For example, it is
10
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Amplitude Sweeping

not necessary to individually program each fre
quency in a frequency sweep; the Synthesizer de
rives as many as 1000 frequency steps from just
five instructions: center frequency, frequency step,
number of steps, time per step, and sweep direction.
Each Synthesizer responds only to programming
commands that follow a particular 7-bit character,
established for that instrument by setting internal
switches. Several instruments may thus be con
nected in parallel to a single set of programming
lines (see box, page 8) and controlled by a single
programmer or computer I/O card.

An unusual capability is given this instrument by
making it possible to enter sweep parameters for
amplitude. Thus the amplitude can be swept or
stepped the same way as frequency. This mode of
operation is useful for automatic plotting of the
characteristics of trigger circuits, level discrimina
tors, and overload protection systems.
The instrument cannot sweep amplitude and fre
quency simultaneously but the amplitude can be
stepped at the end of each frequency sweep, making
it easy to get families of response curves, as in de
termining passband changes caused by AGC action.

Output Characteristics

High-Quality Waveform

Actually, the new development involves two in
struments, the Models 3330A (Fig. 2) and 3330B
(Fig. 1). These instruments are identical in their fre
quency characteristics, including pushbutton con
trol and incremental sweeping, but differ in their
control of output amplitude.
The signal amplitude at the Model 3330A's output
ranges from 0 dBm to +13 dBm with a 3/t-turn frontpanel control. At any setting, the amplitude remains
within a respectable Â±0.5 dB across the entire fre
quency range. The output level is controlled by
modulating the amplitude of the 20-MHz reference
before the final mixer, as in the Model 3320A de
scribed in the article beginning on page 2.
The Model 3330B has the precision level settability of the Model 3320B Frequency Synthesizer
(page 6) but it combines this with controller opera
tion. The output amplitude is selected by entering
it into the keyboard the same as frequency, a sepa
rate numeric display showing the selected ampli
tude with 4-digit resolution. The output amplitude
range is 100 dB, from â€”86.55 to +13.44 dBm/50 n
(75 fi optional).

The spectral purity of both the Model 3330A and
3330B is of a high order. Harmonic distortion is
more than 60 dB below output signals in the 5
Hz-100kHz frequency range, more than 50 dB
down at 1 MHz, and more than 40 dB down at 13
MHz. Any nonharmonically related signal will be
more than 70 dB below the output, or â€”110 dBm,
whichever is greater. Phase noise (integrated) is
more than 50 dB down. A plot of phase noise in a
1-Hz band is shown in Fig. 3.
Modulation

The outputs of both Synthesizers can be ampli
tude modulated with external signals at rates up to
100 kHz by varying the level of the 20-MHz signal
supplied to the output mixer. In the Model 3330B,
however, the amplitude control circuit holds the
total output power constant so carrier power will
decrease when greater depth of modulation in
creases power in the sidebands.
Inside the 3330A/B Automatic Synthesizers

To make it possible to sweep over a wide fre
quency range, the Models 3330A and 3330B Auto
matic Synthesizers use seven interconnected phaselock loops in a manner similar to the HP Model
8660-series Synthesizers.1
As shown in the diagram of Fig. 4, each of four
phase-lock loops (PLLs), similar to that shown in
Fig. 4 on page 4, selects two of the digits for the
output frequency. Each summing loop (SL) adds the
frequency of the phase-lock loop below it to 1/100
of the frequency coming from its left. The diagram
explains how a typical frequency (11.1223344 MHz)
is derived.
Several techniques are used to speed up response
of the system to programmed changes in frequency.
As in the Models 3320A/B, a 'pre-tune' voltage
speeds up a frequency change in the phase-lock

Fig. 2. Model 3330A Automatic Synthesizer provides con
trol of frequency in same way as Model 3330B, but it has
one-knob control of output amplitude.
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loops. Each summing loop also responds to a 'pretune' voltage [not shown in Fig. 4) that performs the
additional function of preventing the loop from
locking up on the image frequency 400-600 kHz
away.
For detectors, the phase-lock loops use samplers,
similar to those used on sampling oscilloscopes. Be
cause these hold the most recent sample level be
tween samples, filtering requirements are reduced.
This means less in-band phase shift and thus better
loop dynamics.
The phase detector in the summing loops uses
logic to interpret the relative zero crossings of os
cillator and reference. When an out-of-lock con
dition is sensed, it switches the loop to operate as
a fast-responding frequency discriminator. Once
lock-up is achieved, the system reverts to the phaselock mode and the remaining phase error settles
exponentially to its final value. The time derivative
of the phase error is the instantaneous frequency
error, the limits of which are described in the speci
fications of switching speed on page 15.
During frequency changes, all seven loops may
contribute to an output frequency transient. The
joint transient behavior of phase-lock loop #1 and
summing loop #1 translates directly to the output
whereas transients from PLL2 and SL2 are reduced
by 102, those from PLL3 and S3 by 104, and from
PLL4 by 106. Hence, settling time depends upon
which digits are switched, as shown in Fig. 5. Phase
coherence is maintained in the output signal for fre
quency steps of less than 10kHz.

dition to the sweep capability previously mentioned.
The attenuator system works over a range of 0 to
100 dB but the Controller adds a constant to the at
tenuator setting so the numeric display can read
output level directly. The constant is provided by
an internal 16-bit BCD switch register which is set
at the factory to +13.44 dBm to give readings that
range from â€”86.55 to +13.44 dBm. The constant
can easily be changed by the user in the field, how
ever, to any other number by going inside the in
strument and resetting the switches. This makes it
possible to adjust the readout to give the output
level directly when an external amplifier or pad is
included in the system (within the constraints of
the â€”99.99 to +99.99 display range].
The nature of transients introduced by amplitude
switching depends on whether or not the step at
tenuator is involved. For example, when stepping
from +3.44 to +3.45 dBm during an amplitude
sweep, the step attenuator goes from 10 to 0 dB
while the leveling-loop's electronic attenuator goes
from 0.00 to 9.99 dB. The resulting behavior is
shown in Fig. 6.
An open-loop reset signal enables the electronic
attenuator to switch to about 20% of final value
within a few milliseconds. The remaining part of
the transient is governed by the closed-loop time
constant and is about 35 ms with the front-panel
LEVELING switch set for 'fast,' or about 350 ms
in 'slow' (the 'slow' response is provided to permit
leveling at output frequencies as low as 10 Hz).

Amplitude Control

One of the choices' to be made during project
definition was whether to use a computer-like or
ganization for the Controller, or to use a dedicated,
hard-wired, logical control system. With the recent
advances in processor design, including lower cost,
greater capability, and more powerful sequential
design methods, the computer-like organization was
chosen because it meant that routines would be
realized as software, i.e. stored programs. Any re
visions in the complex operating routines envi
sioned for the Synthesizer could then be imple
mented easily.
The principal operating blocks of the Controller,
shown in Fig. 7, have these functions:
Input/Output. Each key and switch position is as
signed a 7-bit ASCII code. These are loaded into the
input register in bit-parallel, character-serial format
from either the front-panel controls or the rear-panel
connector (grounding a line on this connector auto
matically switches the Synthesizer to respond to re
mote commands).

Controller

Although the amplitude control circuit in the
3330B is identical to that in the Model 3320B, the
use of digital control adds special capability, in ad-

Fig. 3. Typical single-sideband phase noise measured at
output of Model 3330A/B Automatic Synthesizer in 1-Hz
bandwidth with instrument operating at 12 MHz.
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Leveling
Circuit

20MHz
Reference
Oscillator

External
Modulation

001I2-0 0001f3-0 OOOOO1I,
2223344kHz

OOllj-OOOOIf,
23344kHz

fo
11 1223344MH,
2223344MHz

31 1223344MHz

f,-,3=0.01f4
f,=,3+0.01f4
23 344MHz

Summing Loop 3(SL3)

SL1

100kHz
Digital Inputs
From Controller
f0 f,.OOH2 OOOOH3 0 000001!, 20MHz

Fig. frequency circuits. block diagram of Automatic Synthesizer frequency generating circuits.

its inputs (add/subtract/and/or, etc.). The close re
semblance to minicomputer architecture is apparent
here, except that the operation is bit-serial to
achieve compactness and low cost.
Control. As the 'heart' of the Controller, this sec
tion contains the permanent instructions and data
required for the many instrument operating rou
tines. It is a 256 X 48 ROM combined with eight
state-storage flip-flops.
Auxiliary registers. Several 1- , 4- , 8- , and 16-bit
registers complete the structure.
A brief overview of how the Controller handles a
particular routine may be helpful. Fig. 8 is a flow
chart of a part of the sweep algorithm called 'pa-

The single output register is loaded in BCD-paral
lel format and its output is time-division multi
plexed to the frequency-generating circuits, to the
amplitude control (Model 3330B], to the front-panel
numeric indicators, and to the D-A converter that
provides the analog SWEEP output.
Read-write memory. Data entered by the operator
is stored here along with data that changes during
operation. For example, during a sweep, the Con
troller outputs data for one point, then immediately
calculates and stores the next point in the memory
while waiting for the step-interval timer.
Arithmetic logic unit. This is a read-only memory
(ROM) that performs certain logical operations on

| Switching
I Command

Switching
Command

Fig. 5(a). Photo above shows small
transient as Synthesizer switches from
10.000 99 MHz to 10.000 00 MHz, a
full-range transition for PLL3 (10 MHz
has been subtracted from Synthesizer
output to clarify presentation).

(b). Switch from 10.099 MHz to 10.000
MHz, a full range transition for PLL2,
has transient that lasts for well under
one millisecond. (Sweep speed in all
photos is 0.2 ms/cm.)
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(c). Switch from 100.005 kHz to 12.999
999 5 MHz represents worst case tran
sient involving near maximum transi
tion for all loops. (In this case, 12.999
999 5 MHz was subtracted from output.)

causes additional action to be taken at the end of
the current sweep. In this case, the Controller
branches to the routine shown in Fig. 8, modifying
succeeding sweep cycles accordingly.
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Transients
Fig. 6. Photo shows 10-step amplitude sweep centered at
3.45 dBm, where 10-dB step attenuator switches and in
troduces amplitude transients. Amplitude steps are 0.2 dB
ot 100 ms each. (Oscilloscope sweep speed: 200 ms/cm.)

rameter modify.'
Let us assume that the operator presses the AMPL
STEP -f-2 key during an amplitude sweep. As in any
sweep, the Controller checks the input register after
each step to see whether or not a key has been
pressed. If so, it deciphers what class of key was
pressed to determine appropriate action. Numeric
keys, for example would be ignored in this case but
a parameter-modify key, such as AMPL STEP -=-2,

References:
1. J. C. Shanahan, 'Uniting Signal Generation and Signal
Synthesis,' Hewlett-Packard Journal, Dec. 1971.

Primary Sweep
Routine (Partial)
Keyboard
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Frequency Control
Amplitude Control
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Parameter
Modify
Routine
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Which Key
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Sweep D/A Converter

AMPL STEP
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Logic
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^

* ~ ^ ^ H
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Fig. 8. Flow-chart ot part of sweep algorithm called 'pa
rameter-modify.'

Fig. 7. Principal operation blocks of digital controller.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 3330A/B
Automatic Synthesizer
FREQUENCY RANGE: 0.1 Hz to 13,000,999.9 Hz.
FREQUENCY RESOLUTION: 0.1 Hz (6 digits + overrange).
FREQUENCY STABILITY:
LONG TERM: Â±1 x 10-" per day.
Â±1 x 10'T per month.
TEMPERATURE: Â±1 K 10~8 25Â°C Â±:5eC.
Â±1 x 10 ' 0Â°C to 55Â°C.
SIGNAL-TO-PHASÃˆ NOISE (integrated): >50 dB down in 30 kHz
band, excluding Â±1 Hz, centered on carrier.
EXTERNAL FREQUENCY REFERENCE: May be phase locked to sig
nal that is a subharmonic of 20 MHz.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: With full output amplitude any harmonic
ally levels: signal will be less than the following specified levels:
-60 dB with output from 5 Hz to 100 kHz.
-50 dB with output from 100 kHz to 1 MHz.
- 40 dB with output from 1 MHz to 13 MHz.
SPURIOUS:
3330A: Alt nonharmonically related spurious signals will be greater
than 70 dB below selected output level.
333QB: Atl nonharmonically related spurious signals will be greater
than 70 dB below selected output level or less than -110 dBm/
50 Q whichever is greater.
FREQUENCY SWITCHING AND SETTLING TIME:
Largest digit I 0.1 Hz I ÃO~Hz~~ I 1 kHz [ 100 kHz, 1 M Hi
changed or 1 Hz or 100 Hz or 10 kHz or 10 MHz
Switching E
[ling Tir

< 1 ms to
within 5 Hz;
< 50ms to
within
0.01 Hz

..
<1 ms to
500 Hz; <50

.

REAR PANEL OUTPUT: Output through front or rear panel by rerout
ing internal cable.
AUXILIARY OUTPUTS:
20-33 MHz tracking output that is always 20 MHz above output,
>100 mV rms/50 '.'..
1 MHz reference output, >220 mV {>0 dBm)/50 Ãœ.
SWEEP OUTPUT: Stepped dc voltage proportional to sweep position,
Oto -t- 10 V.
LINEARITY: Â±0-1 % of full scale.
DIGITAL OUTPUTS:
STEP COUNT: 0 to 1000 count on 12 BCD (1*2-4-0) lines to Indicate
sweep position.
SWEEP STATUS: Indicates when instrument is sweeping. (Useful
as plotter pen lift control.)
STEP HEADY: Indicates instrument is ready to go to next Step.
3330A AMPLITUDE SECTION:
AMPLITUDE: Max 2 V rms Â±10% open circuit. Max 1 V rms Â±10%
into 50 '.:
AMPLITUDE RANGE: 0 to + 13 dBm through *. turn front panel
control (not programmable).

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (10 kHz reference): -05 dB across total
range.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 5011.
AMPLITUDE MODULATION: Requires external modulation source.
MODULATING SIGNAL: dc to 100 kHz.
MODULATION DEPTH: 0.95 V rms modulating signal tor 95%
modulation depth. (0.01 V rms/1% depth.) Output level setting
must be at least 6 dB below max 10 avoid peak compression.
3330B AMPLITUDE SECTION:
AMPLITUDE: Max 2.1 V rms into Open circuit- Max 1.05 V rms
into 50Ã.1.
AMPLITUDE RANGE: +13.44 dBm to -86.55 dBm into 50 '.I.
AMPLITUDE RESOLUTION: 0 01 dB.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50
DISPLAY: Four-digit readout in dBm with reference to 50 Q. (In
ternally adjustable by user to compensate for external attenua
tion or amplification.)
LEVELED FREQUENCY RESPONSE (10 kHz reference):
1 0 H z ( S L O W ) 1 k H z ( F A S T ) 1 3 M H z
-13. 44 dBm
Â±0 05 dB
- 16.55 dBm
-36.55 dBm
-66.55 dBm

Â±0.5 dB

- B6 55 dBm
UNLEVELED FREQUENCY RESPONSE (LEVELING -OFF"):
Â±0.5 <JB over entire range
AMPLITUDE ACCURACY (absolute): Â±0.05 dB at 10 kHz and
+ 13.44 dBm (25 = C).
ATTENUATOR ACCURACY: Â±0.02 dB for each 10-dB step down
from maximum output (25Â°C Â±5'C).
AMPLITUDE MODULATION: Requires external modulation source.
ALC switch must be in SLOW position.
MODULATING SIGNAL: 100 Hz to 100 kHz.
MODULATION DEPTH: Same as3330A.
DIGITAL REMOTE CONTROL:
TIMING: Max of 310 us per digit to enter digits of frequency or
amplitude (3330B only).
Max of 1 ms to enter and initiate program control codes.
Max of 2.5 ms to enter and initiate sweep (single or continuous)
or calculate FIRST POINT.
INPUT CONTROL LINES: 7 "Program Data" lines
1 "Data Valid" line
1 "Remote Enable" line
1 "Response Enable" line
1 "Step Inhibit" line (use not required)
OUTI
(use not required)
U "Sweep Parameter" lines
(use not required)
LOGIC LEVEL REQUIREMENTS:
S t a l e
H e
a m
r e m e n i *

GENERAL:
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: Ãœ C t
TURN-ON TIME:

+ 55Â°C.

of final frequency.
"Standby" to "On": < 15 s to ful I specifications.
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 115 V o r 230 V Â±10%, 48 Hz to 63 Hz.
(400-Hz line frequency operatic m available), <20 A standby.
<200 W on.
WEIGHT:
3330A: 49 Ib (22,1 kg).
3330B: 50 Ib (22,6 kg).
DIMENSIONS: 16V* in wi
i high x
(426 K 178 x 547 mm).
OPTIONS:
OPTION 001: 75 Ohm/1 V rms Output Power Amplifier Attenuation
and output referenced to 75 'â€žâ€¢
AMPLITUDE RANGE:
3330A: + 11 dBm to -2 dBm.
3330B: +11.25 dBm to -88. 74 dBm.
OPTION 002*: High Stability Crystal Oven
FREQUENCY STABILITY:
Long term: Â±1 x 10-' per day, Â±2 x 10-' per month.
Temperature: Â±1 X 10-' 25'C Â±5Â°C. Â±1 X 10-Â», 0 to
+ 55Â°C.
OPTION 003: Deletion of Crystal Oven.
Ambient-temperature crystal reference oscillator. Recommended
for applications where only moderate frequency stability is
needed or where external reference is used. (Standard Crystal
Oven can be installed later.)
FREQUENCY STABILITY: Â±10 parÃ-s in 10*/yr.
OPTION 004: Isolated Digital Input.
signal ground.
DC ISOLATION: Â±250 V.
AC ISOLATION: >30 dB. 0 to 1 MHz.
OPTION 005*: 5 V rms/50 Ohm Output Power Amplifier. This gives
3330A/B VJ-watt output (5 volts rms into 50 ohms or 10 volts
rms mÃ-o open circuit).
AMPLITUDE RANGE:
3330A: 27 dBm to 14 dBm into 50 ohms.
3330B: +26.99 dBm to -73 dBm into 50 ohms.
PRICES: (Domestic USA Prices Only)
3330A, $5100.
3330B. $6000
Option
Option
Option
Option

002.
003.
004,
005.

High-stability Crystal, add $500
Deletion of Crystal Oven, less $200
isolated digital inputs, add S225.
5 V/50 G Output, add 5250.

â€¢Field Installable.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION: LOVELAND DIVISION
815 Fourteenth Street. S.W.
Loveland. Colorado 80537
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Microprogramming and
Writable Control Store
Here's what these powerful but little-understood
features of the HP 2100A minicomputer mean to the
user.

By Fred F. Coury

necessary to understand microprogramming, an
other concept that is often not fully understood and
therefore not used to its full potential. The concept
of microprogramming was first presented by M. V.
Wilkes in 1951 as a method of simplifying the de
sign and implementation of complex instruction
sets in digital computers.
The block diagram of a digital computer is shown
in Fig. 2. Generally speaking, the lower three blocks

WRITABLE CONTROL STORE (WCS), or
user-programmable control memory, is now
available as an option for the Hewlett-Packard
2100A Computer (see Fig. 1). It represents a signifi
cant step forward in minicomputer technology.
However, many users do not fully understand what
it is, what it does, and most important, what it
means to them.
To understand WCS and its implications, it's

Fig. 1. Installed in I/O slots of
2 WO A Computer, Writable Con
trol Store (left) simplifies de
bugging of microprograms to ex
tend computer's instruction set.
Microprograms are then com
mitted to read-only memories
and installed in empty spaces on
microprocessor board (right).
WCS a/so has uses in systems
and in education.
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user instructions. In the 2100A the control store,
where microinstructions reside, cycles five times
as fast as the program store, where software in
structions reside. Also, the microinstructions are
24-bit words versus 16 bits for the software instruc
tions, and the microcode has access to several
scratch-pad registers that the software can't use.
As a result, the 2100A floating-point instructions,
for example, run about twenty times faster than the
corresponding software subroutines.

(program and data store, arithmetic/logic unit, and
input/output section) are rather straightforward,
regular in structure, and quite similar in most com
puters. The sequence of operations to be performed
by the computer is determined by the user's pro
gram, which resides in the program and data store.
The control section reads the user's software in
structions and directs the appropriate hardware to
execute each instruction.
The logic of the conventional control section, un
like that of the other blocks in Fig. 2, is usually
random in nature, with specific hardware dedicated
to each function a particular computer is to per
form. This usually means a unique design for each
different computer and changes and/or additions
to the hardware to implement changes and/or addi
tions to existing capabilities.
In a microprogrammed computer, the structure
of the control unit is made regular by separating
the functions to be performed by the control unit
from the sequence in which the functions are to be
performed. The functions are specified by control
lines which go to various points in the memory
control, arithmetic/logic unit, and I/O section, as
in the classical implementation. However, the se
quencing of control functions is defined by a se
quence of bit patterns, or microinstructions, from
the control store which is now part of the control
section (see Fig. 3). The sequence of microinstruc
tions is called a microprogram and is often referred
to as firmware because it lies somewhere between
hardware and software in origination and perma
nence.
Conceptually, microprogramming offers real ad
vantages to the computer designer because it allows
him to simplify and regularize his design and to
implement complex instructions by means of com
plex sequences of microinstructions, rather than
by means of complex hardware.

Fig. 2. Generalized block diagram of a digital computer.

Programs Run Faster

What does this mean in terms of applications?
Network optimization programs take a long time to
run â€” hours with floating-point software subrou
tines. One in-house microwave network optimiza
tion program was spending about ninety percent of
its time in floating-point subroutines (see Fig. 4).
Substitution of floating-point firmware sped up the
floating-point instructions by a factor of almost
twenty and reduced overall program execution
time by a factor of five! In fact, a factor of five
reduction in the overall execution time of a com
pute-bound program is quite common when the
software code which is limiting performance is
written into firmware. Consider the alternative
method of increasing overall speed by a factor of
five, that is, to speed up the whole machine by a
factor of five. Then consider the cost of imple
menting a 200-nanosecond computer versus micro
programming a one-microsecond machine like the
2100A, and the advantages of microprogramming
are clear.

Implications for the User

This is all fine, if you happen to be a computer
designer. But if you are a computer user, then what
does microprogramming mean to you?
First, it means higher performance at lower cost.
The extended arithmetic instructions (integer mul
tiply, divide, etc.) are standard features of the
2100A because they require no additional hardware,
just some additional microinstructions in the same
control store area as the standard instruction set.
Second, it means higher speed. This is a function
of two things: one, the ratio of the speed of the
control store to the program store, and two, the
relative power of the microinstructions versus the

Add New Instructions

This brings us to the third advantage of micro
programming: instruction set flexibility. Since the
user instruction set is defined by firmware routines,
17
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new instructions can usually be added merely by
extending the microcode.
It should be noted here that there are two ex
tremes to instruction set flexibility. On the one
hand there are non-microprogrammed machines.
Their instruction set is fixed and any additional
instructions require additional hardware. On the
other hand, there are general purpose emulators â€”
machines which can be made to emulate any other
machine, but which have no identity of their own.
It should also be noted that supportability is in
versely proportional to flexibility; that is, the more
undefined a computer is, the harder it is to support
with software and peripherals. HP has tried to
realize the best of both worlds in the 2100A by
providing a fully supported instruction set plus the
capability to extend that instruction set in firmware.
Again, what does this really mean to the user?
How does he actually go about adding new instruc
tions tailored to his particular application? And, in
view of the fact that the probability of having a
program run perfectly the first time is exponentially
approaching zero, how does he debug his micro
program?

Fig. 4. Execution speed ot an in-house microwave network
optimization program was improved by a factor ot more
than live by implementing t/oating-point subroutines in
firmware.

by the computer which it controls (assuming the
computer instruction set is already well enough
defined to support such an operation). This is ex
actly what WCS is in the 2100A (see Fig. 5). To the
2100A computer, WCS looks like an output device,
that is, the computer sends data to it. To the control
unit, however, WCS is indistinguishable from the
basic instruction set microprograms (implemented
in masked 1C ROMs) or the floating-point micro
programs.
To the user, this means that for the first time he
can easily and efficiently use a fully-supported
general-purpose computer to aid in the generation

Control Section
Microprogram
Counter

Control
Store

Microinstruction
Register

Control Decode

L
To Memory. Arithmetic/Logic Unit,
Input/Output Section

Fig. 3. Microprogrammed control section has its own in
struction set and its own memory (control store), which is
typically much taster than the main computer memory
(program and data store).

Writable
Control
Store

That's where writable control store comes in.
Although Fig. 3 shows the control store as being a
read-only memory (ROM), the program had to be
written into it somehow. In more classical imple
mentations this was done by hand or by machine
(e.g., diode matrices, braided cores, or masked
integrated-circuit ROMs).
However, there is nothing to prevent data from
being written into the control store automatically

Control Section
Input/Output
Section

Fig. 5. Writable control store looks like an input/output
device to the 2100A computer, and as an extension of the
control store to the control section of the 2100A.
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and debugging of extensions to its own instruction
set, on-line and in real time.
It is important to note also that WCS physically
fits into existing I/O slots in the 2100A's main
frame, and microinstructions in WCS run as fast as
those in ROM. This means that new microprograms
can be tested and debugged in the actual application
for which they are written. If it works in WCS you
know it will work in ROM.
Once the new microinstructions have been de
bugged, they can be implemented in read-only
memories and installed in the empty spaces pro
vided on the two microprocessor boards in the
2100A. The WCS boards can then be removed, free
ing the I/O slots for normal use.

Write

HP
2100
MicroProgram
Editor

Interim
Punched
Tape
or Disc File)
New
(Edited)
Interim Tape
(or Disc File)

Listing

6 Mask
Tapes

From WCS to ROM

This brings up the question of support, first in
writing microprograms for the 2100A, then in load
ing and debugging programs in WCS, and finally in
converting these programs to ROMs after they have
been tested in WCS. The support package for WCS
(see Fig. 6) includes a microprogramming manual
much like a computer assembly-language program
ming manual, a microassembler, a WCS editor, a
WCS driver, and a mask generator to provide tapes
for subsequent ROM implementation. All of this
software runs on a standard 2100A computer, a
good example of the 2100A's balance between supportability and flexibility.
Another 2100A option is the HP 12909A Program
mable-ROM Writer. This is another I/O card which
writes the bit patterns specified by the mask tapes
into field-programmable ROMs which can then be
permanently installed in the computer.
The most significant contribution of WCS may
be that it lowers the threshold for a user to consider
adding custom instructions to his 2100A. For a
modest investment in terms of equipment and pro
gramming time, he can tailor the 2100A to his own
specific application. Indeed, in some applications,
WCS and the programmable-ROM writer can be
cost-justified on the basis of the increased system
performance brought about by the implementation
of a single instruction (for example, replacing an
inner loop or an often-used subroutine) in one sys
tem. Thus WCS brings the benefits of micropro
gramming out of the computer design laboratory
and into the user's own area. i

ROM
Read-Only Memory
Integrated Circuits

Programmable ROM
Integrated Circuits

Fig. 6. The writable control store package lor the HP
21 00 A Computer includes a microprogramming manual,
a microassembler, a WCS editor, a WCS driver, WCS hard
ware, and a mask generator which produces tapes to be
used in manufacturing read-only memories.

mitted to more permanent storage media.
The second application is in systems which dy
namically alter the computer's instruction set to
optimize the tasks they are called on to perform.
For example, a disc operating system might load a
compiler into the program store, then load a set of
compiler-oriented 'macros' (microprogram-defined
instructions) into the control store. This allows the
compiler to execute very efficiently. When the re
sulting object program is loaded into the program
store for execution, the control store is reloaded
with a set of, say, scientific macros to speed execu
tion of a mathematical program, or a set of decimal
macros for a business program. Then, when a com
pilation is requested again the compiler and its
associated macros are reloaded.
The third applications area is in education, par
ticularly in computer systems design. HP's WCS
has a switch which allows the 2100A's basic in
struction set to be entirely replaced by a user-de
fined set. This allows actual hands-on instruction
set design experience in the classroom.

Applications

There are three principal applications of WCS.
The first, as outlined above, is as a vehicle to test
and debug microprograms before they are com19
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Here again, the flexibility/supportability balance
comes into play. Suppose a classroom is equipped
with a 2100A with WCS, 8k of core memory, a tele
printer, a photoreader, and a high-speed punch. The
students use this system to microprogram a totally
different machine. They then use the 2100A system
to load their microprogram into WCS, and when
they throw the switch, voiJa.', they have a completely
different computer. But this completely new ma
chine already has 8k of memory, a teleprinter, a
photoreader, and a high-speed punch. It may even
have WCS! If a bug is detected in the micropro
gram, the switch can be thrown back to its original
position, and the 2100A system is ready to aid in
updating the microprogram. From full support to
total flexibility and back again at the flip of a
switch!
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SPECIFICATIONS

HP Model 12908A
Writable Control Store
CAPACITY
WORDS AVAILABLE: 256 per module.
MAXIMUM WCS MODULES: 3 per 2100A.
WORD SIZE: 24 bits.
MAXIMUM PRIMARY ENTRY ADDRESSES: 16.
MICROINSTRUCTION TIME:
196 microseconds.
INSTALLATION
One to three plug-in boards located in Input/Output slots A10,
A11 or A12. Writable control store may be used as any module.
Module 1, 2 or 3 is normally used. Module 0 Is available but
not recommended by Hewlett-Packard. (Module 0 contains the
basic 2100 instruction set.)
DATA STORAGE
Input/Output Group instructions or via a 2100 Direct Memory Ac
cess channel (if present).
DATA READBACK
Input/Output Group instructions only.
INTERFACE CURRENT SUPPLIED BY COMPUTER
0.15A (-2V supply); 4.6A ( + 4. 85V supply).
PRICES IN U.S.A.
HP 12908A Writable Control Store:
printed circuit assembly consisting of Writable Control Store
card, cable assembly, Writable Control Store software and docu
mentation, S3500.
HP 12908A-001 Writable Control Store card. S2250.
HP 12909A programmable ROM Writer for use with 2100A/12908A
Systems. S500.
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11000 Wolfe Road
Cupertino. California 95014
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